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1. Introduction
Remember, there is no easy way to get what you want out of life.
It takes hard work and in many instances the help of those
around you. You will get as much out of this experience as you
put in. Go out there and make it happen!
Have a magic time.
The SOAPKidz Crew

“Endurance reveals and strengthens character. It
also builds faith. As your faith grows, it takes more
than it used to shake you up. It takes more than it
did before to make you doubt yourself. It takes
more pressure this time than it did last time or the
time before that to make you consider giving up.
Life always wants to be sure that you are sure!” Iyanla Vanzant
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2. Bats
To some people bats look like flying rats. They
remind others of ghosts, witches and scary
stuff. But to those in the know, bats are the
best. Here are 10 reasons why you should go
bonkers about bats.
1. Special spit: Vampire bats found in South
America are the only bats to feed on blood. Scientists have found
something important in vampire bat saliva. A substance in the spit keeps
blood flowing as the bats feed. Used in medicine, that substance could
help dissolve blood clots blocking a stroke victim’s blood flow
2. Awesome sizes: Most of the world’s nearly 1200 bat species are small and
lightweight but some, though, are real whoppers. The Malayan flying fox
has a wingspan of nearly two meters.
3. Hear you go: Most bats are good listeners. Some can hear the footsteps
of beetles treading across desert sands. Many bats rely on hearing to find
their way in the dark. Bats send out high-pitched squeaks and listen for
echoes. This helps them to detect and avoid even the smallest obstacles
while they’re flying.
4. Helping plants: Bats sip nectar from flowers. As they drink, the bats
spread flower pollen. This helps the plants produce fertile seeds. Without
bats to pollinate them, we’d miss 70% of our favourite tropical fruits.
5. Natural pest killer: Many bats are born bug-eaters, filling their bellies
with moths, mosquitoes and other winged insects.
6. Helping fruits: Fruit eating bats chow down on entire fruits, seeds and all.
They digest the fruity parts but pass the seeds, scattering them
wherever they fly. The seeds grow as new trees and shrubs.
7. Plant food: Bat droppings, called quano, are super-rich in nitrogen, a main
ingredient in plant food.
8. Great Mommy: A Newborn bat may weigh as much as one-third of it’s
mothers weight, yet she can hold her baby while clinging by her toes to a
crack in a cave’s ceiling.
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3. Treasure Hunt
Find the things on the list below. You may or may not be able to
find everything. When you find an item, check it on the list and
show your team where it is. This is a look-and-see hunt. Do your
best not to disturb anything. Many plants are food or homes for
other living creatures, so be careful as you explore.
Treasure

Location

A Worm
A butterfly or moth
A spider web
An ant
A hyrax
A seed
A leaf with worm or insect holes
A mushroom or fungus
A flower
A feather
A rock with many colours
Find a bird’s nest in a tree
Find four different types of
fallen leaves
Something extraordinary
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4. Night Hike
Write down all the different sounds that you
hear during the night hike. Try to be as quiet
as possible to hear as many as possible sounds
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5. Word Search
Find the words in the wordsearch. The letters that are left over will
give the answer to the secret sentence. Write this sentence in the
space provided.
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6. Sudoku
How to play this game:
Each row and column must contain all the numbers from 1 to 9, but
each number can only appear once in each row or column. Numbers
are in no specific order.
Each square of 3X3 must contain the numbers from 1 to 9 but also
only once.
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Hint: This game works best by process of illimination, starting with the row,
column or square that contains the most numbers and then figuring out which
are missing.
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7. Animals
Aardvark
The Aardvark has a pig-like snout with nostrils that can be
closed when it is digging for ants. It feeds on ants and
termites. It is usually active at night and is seldom seen
during the day. It finds ants with its sensitive sense of
smell and then digs them out with its strong front claws.
It uses its long sticky tongue to catch ants in their
tunnels.

Aardwolf
The Aardwolf looks like a small striped Hyena. It has a
yellow coat with dark brown vertical stripes on its sides.
The Aardwolf's black tipped tail is long and bushy.
Aardwolf habitat is in dry open thorn veldt. A shy
nocturnal animal, the Aardwolf is seldom seen during the
day. Normally single but sometimes seen in small family
groups. The Aardwolf feeds on insects. Termites and
larvae are probably the main part of the Aardwolf's diet. Normally three young are
born per litter.

Baboon
Baboons can live anywhere that there is food, water, and
safe sleeping habitat. They are active during daylight hours.
They forage all day and at night climb to safe roosts, at the
top of big trees, in order to escape the attentions of
predators such as Leopards. Baboons live in troops of up to
100 individuals and can live for as long as 30 years. Baboons
feed on almost anything form fruits, roots and young shoots
to young antelope as well as eggs and birds.
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Black-backed Jackal
The Black-backed Jackal is mainly nocturnal but may be seen
during the day. Usually seen in pairs in the late afternoon.
Jackal feed on a large variety of insects, rodents, birds,
snakes, hares, young antelope such as Impala , baby Kudu,
Steenbok, and Duiker. Also a scavenger, it feeds on the
carcasses of larger animals killed by predators. Leopards are
a Jackal's main predator. Mothers give birth to litters of up
to 6 pups.

Blue Wildebeest
The Blue Wildebeest is very gregarious and congregate in
large herds. Calves can run with the herd within minutes of
being born. A favorite prey of Lions, Cheetah and Wild dogs.
Bulls that have been displaced from the herd form a
separate herd of eight to ten animals. Note the horns on a
Wildebeest bull extend past his ears. This is not so with the
cows.

Common Duiker
The Common Duiker has a life expectancy of ±10 years. They eat
fruit, flowers, dry` leaves, bark, dig for tubers, chicks of ground
nesting birds and some mopane caterpillars. They can live
anywhere that they find enough food and cover. The gestation
period is 3 months.
Their main enemies are Eagles, Leopards, Jackals and Pythons.
Some are hunted by Crocodiles.

Rock Dassie
The Rock Dassie or Hyrax has to have rocks to shelter and live
in. The Rock Dassie feeds in the morning and afternoon. If the
Dassie gets enough succulent feed it does not need water. It
spends very little time moving around. This is to conserve
energy. It also allows its body temperature to drop by up to
three degrees centigrade to save metabolic energy. It then
spends lots of time basking in the sun to warm up again.
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Giraffe
The Giraffe is the tallest animal in the world. This gregarious
animal lives in herds from 3-40 and sometimes more. Both sexes
have horns. The cow's horns turn inwards. Giraffe can run at up
to 55 Kms per hour. Giraffe are browsers, feeding as high as 6
metres above ground. Thorns do not harm their mouths. They
have a long prehensile upper lip and extendable tongue, which is
used to strip leaves and twigs off trees. Gestation is 450 days.

Hippopotamus
The Hippopotamus is a very big semi aquatic mammal
found only in Africa. Hippos are amphibious. They swim
well and spend most of the daylight hours in water.
Hippos leave the water at dusk to forage for grass and
aquatic plants. The Hippopotamus is considered one of
the most dangerous animals in Africa. More human
deaths are attributed to the hippo than to any other
African animal.

Impala
Impalas are capable of leaping 10 feet into the air and jumping
30 feet in length. One male will have a harem of 10-100 ewes.
Males fight fiercely during the rutting season, uttering loud
grunts during the fights to defend their harem from other
males. Bachelor herds keep near the breeding herds and
continuously harass the herd ram, trying to take over the herd.
Leopard, Caracal and Jackal are Impala's principal predators.

Kudu
Kudus are mainly browsers, eating a varied diet of leaves,
pods, fruits and grass when food is scarce. Kudu have acute
sight, scent and hearing. When alarmed the call is a loud
bark. Cows and bulls move in separate herds. Cows are very
social and will groom each other to remove ticks and
parasites. When suspicious, Kudu will remain motionless,
concealed in vegetation.
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Lion
Lions are the largest of the big cats in Africa. Lions are
gregarious and live in prides, sometimes as large as 25-30
animals. Lions prefer to hunt during the day but are known to
hunt at night also. Lions kill their prey by leaping onto the back
of the animal and breaking its neck or by strangulation. Lions
prey on almost all types of animals from small antelope to
Giraffe and Buffalo. Lions have few natural enemies except
man and Hyena.

Mountain Reedbuck
The Mountain Reedbuck is a small antelope. The male has short
horns which curve forward. Mountain Reedbuck like hilly country,
living on rocky slopes. They live in family groups of up to 10. Males
are very aggressive towards other males and will defend their
herd fiercely. Mountain Reedbuck feed mainly on grass but do
browse on leaves and twigs.

Nyala
The Nyala bull has a white chevron between the eyes with 2-3
white spots on its cheek. His sides has white stripes and there
are 2-3 white spots on its thigh. The ewe is smaller with
completely different markings. When she gives birth she hides
her lamb for a few days, returning to it to feed it and change
its location. When the lamb can keep up with the herd it is
allowed to join it.

Steenbok
Steenbok is a very small antelope. They may be completely
independent of water. When disturbed they run a short
distance, stop, and turn to face back. They live alone
except during mating season. They are both grazers and
browsers. Reputed to take refuge underground in disused
Aardvark burrows. These burrows are reputed to be used
as "nurseries" for young.
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Warthog
Warthogs are named because of the large warts that they have
on the face. Young animals and females without tusks have white
whiskers on the jaw, which look like tusks. The tail has a
terminal tuft and is held vertical when running. When feeding
the warthog goes down on its knees to graze. Its sight is poor
but senses of smell and hearing are acute. Litters of 1-4 are
reared in Aardvark burrows, which are enlarged and lined with
grass.

Waterbuck
The waterbuck is the only antelope with a white ring across
the rump. The males are very aggressive towards each other
and many bulls are killed during the fights. When
Waterbuck bulls fight, it is usual, for more than two to be
involved. Fatal wounds can be inflicted when two bulls are
locked together facing each other; a third Waterbuck bull
attacks from the side, inflicting a mortal wound to the
stomach area.

Zebra
Zebra are sociable animals. They live in family groups from 320. The stallion protects the herd. Often associated with
Wildebeest Zebra like open plains as well as mountainous
areas where grass is more palatable.
Stallions fight very fiercely over females and territory. Zebra
are grazers and dependent on water. They like to roll in sand
or dust. Gestation is about 12 months.
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8. Animal Quiz
1. What is the common name for a Hyrax? _______________________
2. Name the bird of prey that’s an enemy of the Duiker. _________________
3. Which animal’s calves can run with the herd within minutes of being born?
________
4. What antelope may be completely independent of water? _______________
5. What antelope likes hilly country and lives on rocky slopes? _____________
6. What antelope hides her lamb for a few day until the lamb can keep up with
the herd.? _______________________
7. What animal spends most of the daylight hours in water? ______________
8. Name two enemies of the lion. __________________
9. The aardvark feeds on _________ and ____________
10. Does the Aardwolf eat rats? ____________
11. Do baboons eat meat? _______________
12. What happens when Kudus become suspicious? _______________________
13. What antelope has a white ring across the rump? ____________________
14. What type of antelope male has a harem of 10 – 100 ewes? _____________
15. Which animal goes down on its knees to eat? ___________________
16. What animal likes to roll in sand or dust? ___________________________
17. What is the tallest animal in the world? ___________________________
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9. Animals Spotted
Write down the names of the animals that you spotted

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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10. Very Small Birds ( < 15 cm )
Stonechat/Gewone Bontrokkie:
Usually in pairs; sometimes solitary. Perches on top of
bush, weed, stump, fence or telephone line; drops to
ground to catch prey; hops on ground, but soon returns to
perch; flicks wings and tail on landing. Flight jerky,
showing conspicuous rump and wing patches. Usually quite
tame, but exceedingly wary when nesting.

Blue Waxbill/Gewone Blousysie:
In pairs when breeding; otherwise gregarious in flocks of
up to 40 or more birds. Forages on ground, but may hawk
insects in flight. When disturbed flies to nearest tree or
bush, with rattling wing beats; soon returns to ground
when disturbance ceases. In courtship % holds straw in
bill while singing and bouncing up and down. Tame around
human settlement

Yelloweyed Canary/Geeloogkanarie:
In pairs or small family groups when breeding; gregarious in
flocks of 20-30 birds (rarely up to 100) in winter, sometimes in
company with other small seed eating birds. Forages on ground or
in bushes and trees; may hawk insects in air; when disturbed
takes off for nearest bush with bouncing flight and tweety call
notes. Male sings from conspicuous perch; several males may sing
in concert and chase each other aggressively. Common cage bird
in Mozambique
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11. Small Birds ( 15 to 30 cm)

Fiscal Shrike/Laksman:
Usually solitary; sometimes in pairs. Perches conspicuously on
bush, fence, telephone wire or tree, dropping to ground to
catch prey; on returning to perch often wags tail from side
to side; rarely catches tadpoles by plunge-diving from perch;
carries prey in bill or feet; may impale prey on thorn, sharp
twig or barbed wire fence, returning to feed on it later if
necessary. Often aggressive towards other birds. Hops on
ground; flight direct with rapid wing beats.

Forktailed Drongo/Mikstertbyvanger:
Usually solitary or in pairs; sometimes in groups of up to 20 birds. Perches on
conspicuous branch, post or large herbivorous
mammal; sallies out to catch prey in flight or on
ground, often returning to same perch; attracted to
grassfires. Flight buoyant, undulating and agile. Mobs
larger raptors, owls, hornbills, crows, small mammals;
aggressive at nest, even attacking man; may rob food
from other birds; kills and carries small birds in feet
or bill; may feed by holding prey with foot and
tearing with hooked bill. Bathes by plunge-diving
from air or perch; drinks by sucking and raising head to swallow.

Crimson Boubou/Rooborslaksman:
Solitary or in pairs. Forages mostly by running about on
ground like thrush, but also searches rough-barked trunks
and branches of trees. Not shy, but fairly secretive;
responds to spishing (see Glossary). Fairly vocal, more often
heard than seen. Flies fairly high between patches of bush
or trees, showing bright red under parts.
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12. Medium Birds ( 30 to 60 cm)

Redfaced Mousebird/Rooiwangmuisvoël:
Gregarious in small groups, seldom more than 8 birds, but
sometimes up to 20; more wary than other mousebirds;
usually flies high from one feeding area to another; flight
fast strong and direct. Otherwise similar to other
mousebirds. Eats mainly fruit; also flowers, leaves, nectar

Grey Loerie/Kwêvoël:
In pairs or small groups; larger groups (up to 60 birds)
may gather at water to drink. Highly vocal, especially
when disturbed; raises and lowers crest when alarmed;
alert and inquisitive. Quick and agile in trees, bounding
about from branch to branch and weaving through
matted creepers. Flight laboured, but often sustained
for several hundred metres. Roosts in groups of 3-5
birds at night.

Common Moorhen/Groot Watervoël:
Solitary or in small family groups; non-breeding birds
loosely gregarious. Spends most of day swimming in open
water, wading in shallows or walking over nearby wet
grasslands; flicks tail when alarmed; less secretive than
most rallids, but swims or runs for cover if disturbed,
sometimes fluttering and pattering over water; flies
heavily with dangling legs for short distances; in
sustained flight, legs extend beyond tail; flightless when
in wing moult. Clambers about reeds; roosts in reeds or
low bushes.
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Medium Birds ( 30 to 60 cm)

Crested Francolin/Bospatrys:
Usually in pairs or family groups. Very noisy at dusk
and dawn. Often runs with tail cocked like bantam;
keeps to matted vegetation; escapes by running into
dense grass rather than flying; does not fly far when
flushed; roosts in trees. Often feeds at roadsides.

Helmeted Guinea fowl/Tarentaal:
Highly gregarious, especially when not breeding; flocks
may number several hundred birds; usually in pairs when
breeding. Forages in flocks in open ground, scratching
for food with feet or bill; males often chase each other,
especially at start of breeding season. Runs fast when
disturbed; flies well, taking to trees when hard pressed,
uttering cackling alarm notes; roosts communally in
trees at night. Tame when not persecuted, otherwise
very wary. Walks in single file to waterhole.

Southern Yellowbird Hornbill/Geelbekneushoringvoël:
In pairs or groups of usually not more than 8 birds (2-4
adults and 1-3 immature); mean group size (290) 3,6
birds. Neighbouring groups chase each other in aerial
pursuits. Forages on ground, walking with stiff rolling
gait on terminal phalanges of toes; digs with bill for food.
Vocal mostly early morning; also late afternoon. Flight
powerful with deep wing beats, little gliding. Roosts in
groups at ends of branches, head tucked into shoulders,
bill pointing upwards.
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13. Large Birds ( 60 to 90 cm)

African Fish eagle /Visarend:
Usually in pairs. Perches for hours (85-95% of daylight)
on tall trees near water; also soars; often calls in flight.
Most vocal at dawn. Hunts from perch, stooping at fish,
catching them with feet, usually within 15 cm of surface,
without checking flight; may submerge at times; more
rarely hunts while soaring; robs other fish-eating birds of
their prey; raids colonies of nesting water birds for young
and eggs.

White breasted Cormorant/Witborsduiker:
Large to very large; black, except for variable amount
of white fore neck and upper belly; tail relatively short.
Inland and coastal waters. Common resident. Marine
and inland waters, usually larger dams and pans.
Solitary or gregarious. Sits erect when perched. Often
flies low over water at speeds of up to 60 km/h. Swims
with body partly submerged when alarmed. Eats mainly
fish; also frogs, crustaceans and molluscs.

Darter/Slanghalsvoël:
Almost any inland water of any size; preferably quiet
lakes, pans and slow-flowing rivers. Occasional on
estuaries and lagoons. Solitary or gregarious when
feeding. Swims low in water, often with only head and
neck showing (hence called "snakebird"). Dives well;
spears fish under water with bill. Often perches on
rock or post with outspread wings. When disturbed,
slips away quietly and dives, so often overlooked. Flies
well with characteristically kinked neck; may soar.
Roosts gregariously, often with cormorants in reed
beds or on partly submerged trees.
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14. Big birds ( > 90 cm )
Blue Crane/Bloukraanvoël.
Highly gregarious when not breeding; otherwise in pairs or
family groups; flocks usually 30-40 birds, sometimes up to
300. Flies strongly and soars well, often calling from great
heights; roosts on ground or in shallow water. Often performs
display dances in groups or pairs. Wary when breeding,
otherwise fairly tame.

Secretary bird/Sekretarisvoël:
Usually in pairs; sometimes in groups of 3-4 birds; at
waterholes in arid areas in groups of up to 50.
Strides slowly across veldt with measured tread of
about 120 paces/minute at about 2,5-3 km/h; catches
all prey on ground, usually with bill, sometimes by
stamping on it with feet, as when killing rodent or
snake; stamping also used to disturb prey; wings
sometimes held open when killing or pursuing prey;
prey swallowed whole. Flies seldom but well, soaring
like vulture on broad wings until very high; takes off
usually with run, but can do so from standing position;
when landing runs several paces with open wings. Performs soaring and undulating
courtship flights. Roosts on top of bush or tree (often nesting tree) at night, usually
pair together.

Ostrich/Volstruis:
Occurs in flocks of 30-40 birds when not breeding; up to
600 birds may gather at waterholes in desert regions.
Adults and young of 1 month old or more can run at speeds
of at least 50-60 km/h, sometimes with wings held out for
balance. Males may perform elaborate displays in
courtship and distraction when breeding.
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15. Bird Quiz
1. How fast can the biggest bird run? _________________
2. What colour is the patch around the Secretary bird’s eye?
__________________
3. What bird of prey robs other fish-eating birds of their prey?
__________________
4. What else does the bird in question 3 eat? _________________
5. Name three things Cormorants eats:
________________________________________________________
6. What bird often feeds at roadsides? ___________________
7. What colour is the helmeted Guineafowl’s face? _________________
8. What colour is the Southern Yellowbird Hornbills bill? _______________
9. What colour is the common moorhen’s bill? ________________
10. What is the Afrikaans name for a Stonechat? ______________________
11. What colour is the Blue Waxbill’s throat? _______________
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16. Birds Spotted
Write down the names of the birds that you spotted

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
BIRD SPOTTING HINTS
Go quietly, birds frighten easily
• Find a good spot and then keep very still. Birds
scare at sudden movement
• Camouflage yourself – stand or sit close to trees
and bushes, not out in the open
• Birds have good hearing – don’t talk or whisper
• Early morning or late afternoon are active times
for birds, so don’t go bird spotting at midday
• Safety first – always inform an adult where you
are going
NEVER touch or disturb bird nests
•
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17. Affirmations
Your presence is a present to the world.
You are unique and one of a kind.
Your life can be what you want it to be.
Take the days just one at a time.
Count your blessings, not your troubles.
You will make it through whatever comes along.
Within you are so many answers.
Understand, have courage, be strong.
Do not put limits on yourself.
So many dreams are waiting to be realised.
Decisions are too important to leave to chance.
Reach for your peak, your goal and your prize.
Nothing wastes more energy than worrying.
The longer one carries a problem, the heavier it gets.
Do not take things too seriously.
Live a life of serenity, not a life of regrets.
Remember that a little love goes a long way.
Remember that a lot … goes on forever.
Remember that friendship is a wise investment.
Life’s treasures are people together.
Realise that it is never too late.
Do ordinary things in an extraordinary way.
Have health and hope and happiness.
Take the time to wish upon a star.
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18. SOAPKidz

Sunrise On Africa’s Peaks Kidz

•
•

•
•

•

•

SUNRISE ON AFRICA’S PEAKS’ KIDZ (SOAPKIDZ) IS A NON-PROFIT
ORGANISATION AND HAS BEEN ACTIVE SINCE APRIL 2005.
SOAPKIDZ CREATES ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS AND PROMOTES
NATURE CONSERVATION AMONGST THE PRECIOUS CHILDREN IN
AFRICA.
SOAPKIDZ HAS REACHED 4623 PEOPLE SINCE APRIL 2005 AND HAS
PICKED UP MORE THAN 1000 BAGS OF LITTER.
SOAPKIDZ’ MISSION IS TO EXPOSE THE CHILDREN OF AFRICA TO
NATURAL ENVIRONMENTS, WHERE THE BREATH OF GOD ON THEIR
SKIN, WILL FILL THEM WITH AWARENESS, PASSION, LAUGHTER, TRUST,
COMPASSION, LOVE, ACCEPTANCE, FREEDOM AND COMPANIONSHIP.
WITH THE HELP OF VARIOUS OUTDOOR ACTIVITY GROUPS AS WELL AS
VOLUNTEERS, WE TEACH CHILDREN ABOUT: NATURE, THE
PRESERVATION THEREOF, SELF PRESERVATION, LIFE, FRIENDSHIP,
LOYALTY, TRUST, COURAGE, TEAMWORK ETC.
EVERY ACTIVITY INCORPORATES ENVIRONMENTAL CLEAN UP
PROJECTS WITH A PRIZE FOR THE TEAM WHO COLLECTS THE MOST
LITTER.
“It is pure magic when kids and nature meet”
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This booklet was compiled by SOAPKidz.
www.soapkidz.org
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